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EXPANDABLE CROWD CONTROL BARRIERS

SUPERGUARD
Super-Guard is a portable, free-standing expandable crowd
control barrier that is ideal for use in rigorous and tough
applications such as emergencies, road works, industrial spillage
and cleaning situations or to isolate hazards from both people
and traffic.
Weighing just 13kg, the heavy duty Super-Guard unit is 950mm
high, can expand up to 3.5metres in length and is only 380mm
wide in its closed position. No complex assembly is required
making deployment quick and easy.
Constructed from a steel/aluminium combination, Super-Guard
is extremely durable and able to withstand the rigours and abuse
of any building, roadworks or industrial site where heavy duty
performance is a must. A powder coated finish in the caution
colours of yellow and black for high visibility, ensures that SuperGuard is maintenance free and performs consistently. It can also,
if required, be colour matched to an existing corporate colour
scheme.

• Ideal for outdoor applications.

• Quick & easy to deploy in times of emergency.

Nylon spacers between the aluminium scissors ensure a smooth
operating action. Rubber feet on the legs give enhanced stability
and prevent marking on tiled or polished floor surfaces when
used indoors. Optional feet weights or extension feet are also
available to provide extra stability and prevent movement of the
Superguard when used in windy conditions outside. If a large area
needs to be isolated the Super-Guard barriers can be interlocked
together to form a continuous barricade.
Super-Guard is currently used by construction companies, parking
facilities, manufacturing and warehouse complexes, loading
docks, emergency services and maintenance contractors in a wide
variety of situations. It is the perfect solution where a temporary,
heavy duty barrier is required to control people or traffic.

• Keeping crowds under control.
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• LIGHTWEIGHT • SIMPLE & EASY TO USE • COM
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SAFEGUARD
Safe-Guard is our new lightweight, commercial style
expandable barricade. It was developed out of the need
for a lightweight and more portable barricade for indoor
use. Designed with purpose built oval shaped aluminium
legs and plastic moulded feet, it is not only functional but
stylish and attractive when in use.

• Designed specifically for the cleaning industry.

Weighing less than 5kg it is perfect for use in shopping
centres, hospitals, department stores, in fact anywhere
with high volumes of pedestrian traffic. Safe-Guard is
available in highly visible white and red or can be tailored
to complement your interior decor.
Safe-Guard is simple to use. A single unit will expand up to
a maximum of 3 metres. If a longer barrier is required the
units lock together providing a continuous barricade that is
still lightweight to manoeuvre. Optional feet weights are
also available to provide extra stability against movement
from large crowds or if Safe-Guard is to be used outdoors.

• Extremely lightweight-less than 5kg.

• Favoured by tradespeople due to its ease of operation.

When the hazard has been cleared or the maintenance
work completed, Safe-Guard simply folds up to a compact
unit only 330mm wide for easy storage. Shopping centres,
hotels, hospitals, fast-food restaurants, supermarkets,
schools, universities, airport facilities, cleaning and
maintenance contractors have all found Safe-Guard to be
the answer to their short term pedestrian traffic control
situations.

• Add weight plates for even greater stability.
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Flexi-Guard is very similar to the heavy duty SuperGuard with one added feature - Flexi-Guard has a
middle leg component which is hinged to the
expanding barricade section allowing it to bend or flex
in the centre. This is extremely practical when you have
irregular shaped hazards. One of the most common
uses is to join 2 units to create a square pen, ensuring
the hazard or work area is contained from traffic.
Another feature of Flexi-Guard is the fold-up/fold-down
feet, which make the units even more compact for
storage in confined spaces or transportation in small
service vans.
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Two units used to create a safe work area
Expanding to an extra long 5.5 metres, the units can be
interlocked together to form a continuous barricade,
that is flexible at the same time. Highly visible in red
and white with strong and stable feet, Flexi-Guard is the
perfect traffic or control device for locations that are
confined or irregular in shape.
Used by utility companies (gas, water and electrical
services), general building or maintenance contractors,
and emergency services personnel, Flexi-Guard is ideal
for the isolation and securing of manholes, elevators
and escalators under repair, maintenance on external
areas of buildings and emergency situations such as
spills.

Iso-Guard was developed out of the need for a barrier
system that specifically isolated dangerous machinery such
as Press Brakes, Guillotines, Conveyors, Rollers, in fact any
machinery with large moving and dangerous mechanical
parts.
Installed with a tamper resistant electrical lock that
can be interfaced with any form of operational
control, Iso-Guard cuts power to the machinery the
instant it is opened. No further activity or operation
of the machinery is possible until Iso-Guard is
reinstated.
Constructed from a strong and durable aluminium
and steel combination, Iso-Guard is easily adapted to fit
onto or around any form of machinery. Deployment is
quick and easy and the hazard colours of yellow and black
ensure visibility and awareness of the device.

EPLOYMENT • FREE STANDING • INTERIOR USE
O ASSEMBLY REQUIRED • FULLY GUARANTEED

Secura-Guard is a purpose designed expandable barricade to prevent
pedestrian traffic using escalators that have stopped operating. In the
event of the escalator breaking down, maintenance or security staff can
quickly deploy Secura-Guard units at the top and bottom of the escalator,
preventing use until repair or maintenance is complete.
Secura-Guard units are stored in a closed and locked position. When
placed within the inside of the escalator and unlocked they will
automatically open and expand outward, via their internal spring
mechanism. The combination of the outward force generated by the
spring mechanism and the suction pads on each side of the unit, ensures
Secura-Guard is held firmly in place within the confines of the escalator.

Opens automatically via internal spring mechanism
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If required, the Secura-Guard units can be stored in their own compact
storage cases and mounted on the outside of the escalator or close at
hand for easy deployment.

Expands up to
1.5 metres
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ACCESSORIES AND OPTIONS

Wall Mounting Brackets
attach your Super-Guard to a
wall and the bracket allows the
unit to pivot in any direction as
it extends from the wall.
Locking bracket can be fixed on
adjacent wall or column to
secure Super-Guard in place.
Suitable for Super-Guard &
Iso-Guard models only.

Hanging Sign Brackets can
be attached to any size sign.
The bracket simply drops over
any of the slat connecting
points to prominently display
your warning sign or
information message.
Fits all models.

T-Sign Brackets are designed
to hold a smaller, more compact
sign. The sign and bracket fit
easily into the top of either leg
on the Super-Guard, Flexi-Guard
and Iso-Guard models.
Suitable for Super-Guard,
Flexi-Guard & Iso-Guard
models.

Lamp-Flag Bracket also fits
easily into the top of either leg
on the Super-Guard and FlexiGuard models and will hold a
hazard warning lamp and a
danger flag for added warning
of potential hazards.
Suitable for Super-Guard &
Flexi-Guard models only.

Castor Feet are the ideal
solution for superior
manoeuvrability. Simply wheel
unit into position and when
stationary, lock castors in place
to prevent any movement.
Suitable for Super-Guard
and Safe-Guard models
only.

Extension Feet provide even
greater stability if units are used
outside, especially in high wind
areas or when they need to be
left on site and secured to the
ground. Suitable for SuperGuard models only.

Fixed Position Locking Bar
provides greater flexibility and
security allowing you to lock
Super-Guard or Flexi-Guard
units in 5 different positions:
1 metre; 2 metres; 2.5 metres;
3 metres or fully extended at
3.5 metres.
Suitable for Super-Guard &
Flexi-Guard models only.

Transportation Trolley can
move up to 8 units at a time.
In situations where multiple
units are required, the
transportation trolley makes
deployment and removal quick,
easy & convenient.
Suitable for all models.

COLOURS
Super-Guard is supplied in the standard colours of yellow
and black for hazard warning or white and red for danger
warning.
Safe-Guard is supplied in white and red as standard.
Flexi-Guard is supplied in red and white as standard.
Secura-Guard is supplied in white and yellow as standard.
Iso-Guard is supplied in the standard hazard warning
colours of yellow and black.
Custom colour combinations: all barriers can be powder
coated to any colour or combination of colours. Additional
cost may apply.

Fully accessorised and interlocked Super-Guard units
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1. Sign Brackets.
2. Locking Bar: locks Super-Guard in closed position so it
can be carried.
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3. Accessories: flashing lamp/lamp bracket; small sign
bracket; large sign bracket; extension legs; leg with
castor; fixed position locking bar.
4. Handle: for ease of carrying. Acts as a locking
mechanism to join Super Guards together.
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5. Removable legs: for compact storage legs can be easily
removed or replaced with either extension or castor
legs accessories.
6. Sleeve for fitting handle to interlock Super Guards
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